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Groomed for
Success
Pictured outside the Army Equitation School in
McKee Bks are the latest grooms and their instructors
to join the School. The grooms completed a six- week
long course and successfully past out with flying
colours in March. They are (l-r): Ptes Debra Kelly,
Oscar Murphy, Cpl JP Rogan, CQMS Casey
McQuillian, Lt Col Gerry O’Gorman (OC Equit Sch), Lt
Michael Kelly, Gnr Emma Ging and Pte Christina
Duddy. Photo by: Armn Billy Galligan.

Gen McNamee
retires

Mullingar St Patrick’s Day Parade
Pictured on Columb Bks Square is the combined Colour Party who took part in the Mullingar Town St
Patrick’s Day parade. The party is made up of members of the 4 Fd Arty Regt and 54 Res Arty Regt under the
command of Lt Anne Edgeworth. Photo by: Sgt Maj Noel O’Callaghan (4 Fd Arty Regt).

Brig Gen Liam MacNamee retired from the
Defence Forces in March after 42 years of service. His last posting saw him serve as the
Head of Military Staff and Military
Representative to the EU and NATO/PfP in
Brussels. Pictured at a reception to mark his
retirement are sitting (l-r): Mrs Roisin
MacNamee, Brig Gen Liam McNamee and Mrs
Mary Earley. Standing (l-r): Maj Gen Dave Ashe
(D COS Sp), Brig Gen Denis Murphy (GOC 2 E
Bde), Mrs Janet Lynch, Lt Gen Dermot Earley
(COS), Commodore Frank Lynch (FOCNS),
Brig Gen Ralph James (GOC AC), Mrs Frances
McCann, Brig Gen Sean McCann (GOC DFTC)
and Brig Gen Pat Hayes (GOC 1 S Bde). Photo
by: Armn Billy Galligan.

Family Affair
Medic Honoured
In March, one of the Defence Forces’ longest serving Medical Officers, Lt Col CJ Browne (LBH - St Bricins Hosp) retired after
37 years service. Pictured outside the hospital is Lt Col Browne (centre) with Medical Corps friends and colleagues.
Photo by: Armn Billy Galligan.
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Clery (4 Fd Arty Regt) who were part of the
140-strong military element of Mullingar
Town St Patrick’s Day parade. Photo by: Sgt
Maj Noel O’Callaghan (4 Fd Arty Regt).
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Green Berets
B Coy 65 Res Inf Bn took part in their local
Naval and Trim St Patrick’s Day parades. They
are pictured here at their training centre,
Trim.

On Tour

In March, during a visit to Dublin, the students of a British Army C&S Course paid a
visit to Cathal Brugha Bks. The course is
pictured here with Lt Gen Dermot Earley
(COS) and Brig Gen Denis Murphy (GOC
2 E Bde) outside the HQ 2 E Bde. Photo by:
Armn Billy Galligan.

The Running Men
The runners from Sarsfield Bks were certainly in top form in 2008 and this year, when they swept the
floor in the 1 S Bde Cross Country Championships. Pictured outside the HQ 12 Inf Bn (l-r) are: Capt
Martin McGrath (Adjt 12 Inf Bn), BQ William McNamara, CQMS Terry Casey, Ptes Dean Brennan,
Stephen O’Keeffe and Conor Quillian, Lt Col Brian White (OC 12 Inf Bn), Ptes Patrick O’Kelly, Kenneth
Rogers and Declan Allen, Sgt Alan White, Sgt Maj Jerry Dineen and Comdt Connie Whelan (2i/c 12 Inf
Bn). Photo by: Pte Pat O’Keeffe (12 Inf Bn).

Safety First

Sharp Shooters

Pictured here are the students and instructors of a recent Infantry Light Support Weapons Course, conducted
by the 4 Inf Bn, based in Collins Bks, Cork. Photo by: Capt Ian Harrington (1 S BTC).

Last year, the units in Dún Uí Mhaoilíosa underwent
an audit conducted by the
States Claims Agency into its Health and Safety policies. Pictured here accepting a State Claims Agency
Certificate of Compliance (l-r) are: Sgt Eddie Hosty
(Asst Bks Safety Offr), Comdt Dermot O’Connor, (2
I/C, 1 Cn Cois), Gemma Darcy (States Claims
Agency) and CQMS Dave Mulvaney (Bk Safety Offr).
Photo by: Pte John Geelan.
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Soldiers
Pass Out
P hotographs by
Armn Billy Galligan
On March 27th, the 83rd Pln, 5
Inf Bn paraded in McKee Bks
on the occasion of their passing out parade in front of family,
friends and colleagues. The 26strong platoon have just completed a six-month long intensive recruit and advanced
infantry training.
Right: Lt Col Frank Bolger (OC 5 Inf
Bn) congratulates a member of the
platoon during his inspection.
Centre: Lt Gary Mulligan is seen
here in front of his platoon on McKee
Bks Square.
Bottom (left): Pte Aaron O’Neill (5 Inf
Bn) accepting the best soldier award
from Lt Col Frank Bolger (OC 5 Inf Bn).
Bottom (centre): Pte Robert
McMahon (2 Fd Arty Regt) accepting
the best soldier runner up award from
Lt Col Frank Bolger (OC 5 Inf Bn).
Bottom (right): Pte Mulligan (2 Fd
Arty Regt) accepting the best shot
award from Lt Col Frank Bolger (OC 5
Inf Bn).
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KFOR News

Pipers and drummers from the 4 W Bde entertain the
troops and visiting dignatries during the medal ceremony.
Main pic: Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty takes the salute, as
39 Inf Gp passes by.

39 Inf Gp
Medal Parade
P hotographs by
Comdt Rory McCorley (39 Inf Gp)
On St Patrick’s Day, the 163 first timers
serving with 39 Inf Gp KFOR received
their overseas’ medals at a parade in
Camp Clarke. Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty
(GOC 4 W Bde) travelled from Ireland to
present medals to 39 Inf Gp, the majority
who come from the West of Ireland.

................................................................................
40 Inf Gp
Ministerial
Review

P hotographs by
Armn Billy Galligan
On April 2nd the
Minister for Defence,
Mr Willie O’Dea TD
reviewed the 220strong 40 Inf Gp in
Collins Bks, Cork
bound for overseas
service with KFOR in
Kosovo in April.
Below : The 40 Inf Gp
KFOR on parade in Collins
Bks, Cork.

The Minister for Defence inspects 40 Inf Gp,
accompanied by Comdt Canice Brennan and Lt
Col Des Bergin (OC 40 Inf Gp).
Right: Lt Doyle carries the group’s
colours during the parade.
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LONGFORD
Tpr Brian McDermot.

Sqn Sgt John Enright,
Comdt Tom McGrath and
SQMS Tommy Watson.

Connolly Barracks
On January 29th, the 130-strong 4 Cav Sqn marched
out of Connolly Bks for the last time as they moved
to their new home in Custume Bks, Athlone,
Co Westmeath.
It was a week earlier on January 21st , that Armn
Billy Galligan (An Cosantóir Photographer) and
myself visited Connolly Bks and to my shame it would
be my first and only time in a barracks now closed.
After parking the car, we made our way to the
Squadron Headquarters, to let Comdt Tom McGrath
(OC 4 Cav Sqn) know that we were in barracks. With
the formalities over, we then headed to the main gate
where Gate Policeman, Tpr Brian McDermott was on
his last duty in barracks.
A member of the unit for 19 years, Brian said he
first read about the impending closure the weekend
before the budget when he was on duty in Connolly
Bks. He, like most of his colleagues, heard or read
about the closure in the same way. With that aside
and as soldiers, the troopers once the closing date
was set, began the process of moving to Athlone.
As we spoke to Brian, we were interrupted by
Comdt McGrath, Sqn Sgt Enright and SQMS Tommy
Watson, who entered the Policeman’s hut to use the
only phone still working in the barracks and to do a
final inspection of the hut.
During our visit to Connolly Bks, we walked around
the now vacant locations - messes, cookhouse, stores
and workshops trying to find people to talk to. For the
Squadron the move marked the end of 37 years in
Longford, since their occupation here in 1972 from the

Curragh Camp as part of the government’s plans to
strengthen the border during the Troubles. The closure also ended over 200 years of military presence in
Longford, except for a small element of the 51 Res Inf
Bn, who would for the moment maintain an office in
Longford Town. Just outside their RDF office, are the
remains of a 17th century town market, which lie
within the barrack walls? It is ironic that, this along
with a 21st century new town shopping centre, located just outside the main gate are both lying idle during these recessionary times.
In empty workshops we found fitter, Tpr Gary

In the 2008 budget as part
of the government’s strategy
to curb public spending, it
was announced that five
military installations would
close. In this article, Sgt
David Nagle reports on his
visit to two of the barracks,
Longford and Monaghan,
and spoke to the soldiers
preparing to move to their
new bases…
An empty workshop

BARRACK
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Sherrin. Gary from Boyle Co Roscommon has spent
most of his 15-year career in Connolly Bks, apart from
periods of training in the Army Apprentice School, the
DFTC and overseas service. Tpr Sheerin worked on
the unit’s fleet of Panhard Armoured Cars, TCVs,
transits and soft-skinned vehicles. Now all vehicles
and equipment have moved to Custume Bks, where 4
Cav Sqn fitters will share workshops with Tpt Coy, 4
LSB. Tpr Sheerin will commute to Athlone, though
this will add an extra 35 minutes to his already 40 minutes travel time by car to work.
Next we headed to the cookhouse, were Tpr
Desmond Doyle was doing a final clean up following
the last meal served on January 20th. Desmond
worked in the cookhouse for the last five years and he
recalled that ever since he came to the barracks in
1986, the threat of the closure was always there.
With 23 years service, Tpr Doyle spent a lot of time
on the border, with a few trips overseas along with
performing duties in barracks and cash escorts. He
will move to Athlone, though it will be up to his
Commanding Officer to decide where he will be
employed.
On a personal note, Desmond is sad to be leaving
as he has many fond memories and friends made,
both in the barracks and in the town. Living in
Carrick-on-Shannon, he will commute to Athlone and
this will increase his distance from 21 miles to nearly
50 miles. Like Desmond we met long serving soldiers
like Tprs Willie Ginty (Ration Stores), Micheal Dillon
(Barman NCOs Mess) and John Donnelly (Barmen
Men’s Mess) who all told a similar story.
Our final stop was back to the Squadron
Headquarters to try and speak to the men in charge.
As Comdt McGrath and his two senior NCOs were
still doing their location checks, we called in on Sgt
Eddie Rhattigan (Ord Rm Sgt) and his staff, Cpl Joey
Casey, Tpr Willie Beirne and civilian typist, Patricia
Macken. They were trying to run the unit for the last
few days on paper, as the work party from 4 Fd CIS
Coy had removed their computers and phones.
Between the boxes of files, they busied themselves
trying to keep on top of things.
As the unit’s senior NCO, Sqn Sgt John Enright’s
main role since the closure was announced was to
motivate the troops for the move and getting people
psychologically to pull themselves away from the barracks, specially those who have served since 1972.
John said the morale in the unit has always been
good and recently they held a reunion with over 250

serving and retired unit personnel, accompanied by
family and friends in attendance, which was an important part in the process of making the break.
With the move, John sees a possible new emphasis on training, rather that operational role. Originally
from Athy, Co Kildare, Sqn Sgt Enright trained in
Athlone and was posted to Connolly Bks in 1972 and
has many fond memories. For him he remembers
those who died in service and when the President of
Ireland visited the barracks, which was a particular
honour for the unit. Also the squadron was involved in
some of the biggest security operations on the border
and its troopers excelled in soccer, Gaelic Football
and cross-country running.
Though leaving Connolly Bks, John sees the move
as the next chapter in the unit’s history and he is confident that they will be as the popular beer brand
states ‘probably the best cavalry unit in the Defence
Forces.’
For OC 4 Cav Sqn, Comdt Tom McGrath you could
say it was a baptism of fire as he had only taken over
in September 2008 and was on holidays in New
Zealand when the closure was announced.
Immediately on his return in October, he held a
muster parade so that everyone could air his or her
views on the move. Apart from the logistical and
operational aspects, Comdt McGrath found the HR
demands the most challenging! For him it was a ongoing process of walking around the barracks, talking to
everyone and having an ‘open door policy’ so people
could discuss their issues.
Comdt McGrath sees one of the initial challenges
for his soldiers in Custume Bks will be establishing a
new barrack routine. With nearly 70% of his unit’s personnel not familar with commuting longer distances
this will be difficult for some. But the unit will be running a basic recce and driving course immediately on
their arrival, so this will give everyone an opportunity
to get to know the barracks, its personnel and environment.
On establishing the Cavalry mark in Custume Bks,
GOC 4 W Bde has allowed the squadron to name it
new headquarters and place its Comet Tank on display.
Comdt McGrath finally noted that though people
are afraid of change, he was confidant that over time,
as the unit begins to recruit from the Westmeath area;
they will become a vital tenant in Athlone. Equally, he
was mindful for the unit to keep its close ties with the
people of Longford and the soldiers and families who
supported the troopers of Connolly Bks over the
years.
The last soldier we spoke to in Connolly Bks was
local Longford man SQMS Tommy Watson. Tommy
joined the PDF in 1974 having served a year with the
FCÁ. He openly admitted that the announcement of
the closure hit him hard, but as a soldier he had to
obey orders. In March 2008, Tommy was planning to
retire until his former CO, Comdt Rory McCorley persuaded him to stay on.
His role in the move was to ensure that the entire
unit’s ordnance; armour, vehicles, equipment and
stores were moved to Custume Bks safely and in a
secure manner. SQMS Watson noted that over the
past number of years, he has see a massive improvement in the accommodation, office, stores and training rooms in Connolly Bks, when for years, troopers
had to endured harsh conditions along the border
with limited facilities, without proper clothing and
equipment.
Tommy has made some great friends during his
time in Longford and is mindful of former colleagues
who died in service. He intends to ensure his unit
gets a good start in its new home in Athlone. ☛
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As Defence Forces’
installations go,
Monaghan Bks was
Monaghan Military
purpose-built to serve Barracks
the security needs of On January 22nd, we headed to Monaghan Military
for the closing ceremony.
the state during the BksLike
the day before after calling into the Barrack
height of the troubles. OC, Comdt Larry MacEoin, we again head for the
main gate. On duty was Gate Policeman, Pte Shane
Prior to 1976, a
Murphy (Sp Coy 27 Inf Bn) and because of the amount
military force occupied of cars entering for the closing ceremony, Sgt Dermot
McGovern (2 E MP Coy) was close by to lend a hand.
Monaghan town
Murphy was on his last duty before he headed to
during the Elizabethan Pte
his new station in Aiken Bks, Dundalk. At just over
Wars in the late-16th three years in Monaghan, Shane is glad to be moving
as he lives in Drogheda and his commute time will be
Century and in the
halved from 55 minutes to 25 minutes. He first heard
mid-18th Century,
about the closure from his CO and he doesn’t know
what job he will do in Dundalk, though he is looking
the 5 Bn Royal Irish
forward to going overseas. Pte Murphy has made a lot
Fusiliers had a
of friends, a few who got a transfer to the Western
Brigade with the barrack’s closing.
presence in the
In the guardroom, Cpl Brendan Brogan (B Coy)
town.
was on duty. He joined the Defence Forces in 1983,

MONAGHAN

training in Monaghan before moving to Castleblaney
and returning to Monaghan in 1988. Brendan first
heard about the barracks closing through the media
and now living in Monaghan, the move for him would
add an hour to his journey to Dundalk. Brendan was
part of the Transport Section and will work in
Transport Details in Dundalk. After 26 years, Cpl

Brogan will bring with him a lot of memories, mostly
good ones, but also some hard times on duty along
the border, when it was rough.
With the ceremony about to start, one man, Capt
Clive Finlay (2i/c Sp Coy 67 Res Inf Bn) was watching
the proceedings. As a reservist Capt Finlay explained
that the closure has meant the removal of all his unit’s
weapons to Aiken Bks. His unit will continue to have a
presence in the town and the challenge as he sees it
will be to maintain the levels of training, especially
weapons training for the current personnel and at the
same time keep on recruiting new reservists. Over the
last number of years, his unit has been participating
in numerous parades and public functions throughout
the town and surrounding area in order to maintain a
high profile. During his time in Monaghan he has gotten on well with his PDF counterparts, with a lot of
his RDF personnel joining the PDF and returning to
Monaghan as regular soldiers.
As Defence Forces’ installations go, Monaghan
Bks was purpose-built to serve the security needs of
the state during the height of the troubles. Prior to
1976, a military force occupied Monaghan town during
the Elizabethan Wars in the late-16th Century and in
the mid-18th Century, the 5 Bn Royal Irish Fusiliers
had a presence in the town.
In 1973, the 27 Inf Bn was formed and located in
four Military Posts: Dundalk, Castleblayney, Cootehill
and Cavan.
The factors that led to the re-disposition of the
battalion and the building of a new barracks in
Monaghan were mainly of an operational nature and
dictated by the geography. They included:

Brig Gen Denis Murphy (GOC 2 E Bde) speaking to a soldier from Monaghan Bks.

The Tricolour is lowered for the last time.

Monaghan Bks
from the air.
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history, the soldiers of
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process, manning
countless border
crossings and patrols
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was ‘state of the art’ for its time with modern accommodation, gym, catering, stores, workshops and
offices. Since its opening, Monaghan Bks has been
home to the various 29 Inf Bn (now disbanded) and on
its closing home to B and Sp Coy 27 Inf Bn. It was
also home to small but vital combat support and combat service support elements, and an Air Corps helicopter and crew on call to assist the 27 Inf Bn in its
‘Aid to the Civil Power’ roles.
When it first opened, the reaction to the arrival of a
permanent military force based near the town was
somewhat less than ‘open-armed’, with quite a lot of
local objection. Since then, army personnel have
become an integrated part of the community with soldiers marrying locally and settling in the town. As an
indication of how attitudes have changed, the first platoon to train in Monaghan Bks only had one local,
An escalation of activity on both sides of the bor- whereas the last platoon contained no less then thirty.
During the ceremony, Brig Gen Denis Murphy
der around Monaghan
The large distances to be covered by units in the (GOC 2 E Bde) took the parade and following his
inspecting and speeches, Lt John Byrne (Sp Coy 27
response to incidents
Inf Bn) lowered the Tricolour for the last time. With the
The enormous administrative problems involved
in running a battalion spread over such a large area. Defence Forces Band leading the way, Comdt
MacEoin leading the 200-strong parade out of the barWith an 11-acre site at Knockaconny on the town’s
rack and for the camera, Cpl Willie Daly, the longest
outskirts purchased by the Dept of Defence, work
commenced in September 1975 with B Coy 27 Bn pro- serving soldier in Monaghan closed the main gate.
With the ceremonial aspect of the parade over, it
viding security.
was ‘about-turn’ as the troops marched back into
On October 21st 1976 Comdt Martin O’Donnell
barracks, secured their weapons and attended a
issued orders for the occupation of Monaghan Bks.
In December 1976, the 29 Inf Bn was established and reception in the cookhouse.
In between the senior military and Garda officers,
based its headquarters in Monaghan Bks and
local councillors and other VIPs, was Coy Sgt John
Taoiseach and Minister for Defence, Mr Liam
Costin (Retd & ONET), the first senior NCO of
Cosgrave TD officially opened the new barracks. It
Monaghan Bks.
John as a reservist was called up in 1969 and
moved to the border, based for a time in Connolly Bks,
Longford, Castleblaney and Cootehill, before moving
to Monaghan. As he recalls, it was a culture shock to
move into a brand new barracks. But the company
quickly bedded in, mainly due to an excellent bunch of
officers and NCOs the unit had. During his time in
Monaghan and in other posts along the border, John
and his colleagues had a busy time in support of the
Gardai. In particular, he clearly remembers the riots
in Monaghan and the car bombs in Clones,
Castleblaney and Monaghan.
During its short history, the soldiers of Monaghan
Bks played their part to the peace process, manning
countless border crossings and patrols during the
height of the Troubles. ■
Coy Sgt John Costin (Retd) and
Coy Sgt George McDonagh.
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Next month we feature Rockhill and Lifford Bks.

or the last time.

Cpl Daly closing the
barrack gates.

Comdt MacEoin
marches the troops out
of Monaghan Bks.
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s the country struggles in the depths of recession financial survival is on most people’s minds. However, the
troops of 83 Pln, B Coy, 5 Inf Bn were just glad that they
had physically survived 24 hours in the wilderness.
(Although the term ‘wilderness’ might be a bit of an exaggeration, as in fact they where only a few miles from the bright
lights of the capital city.)
At the end of the exercise on February 26th, 25 two-star
privates (including one female) sat along an earth bank,
sleepy-eyed, as the survival instructors of the Military
Training and Survival School (MTSS) conducted a debrief of
this short, sharp, but effective, introduction to survival training. As with all military exercises, these debriefs are an ideal
mechanism for both instructors and students to gauge the
exercise’s success and also a way of sharing lessons learnt.
On the previous day, operating in teams of five, the
would-be survivalists headed into the Cloghleagh
Woods on a hill overlooking the river Liffey in the
Dublin Mountains, close to Kilbride Camp.
Everyone was ‘frisked’ for contraband,
such as mobile phones, chocolate,
lighters or torches. Each team
worked unsupervised,
constructing a shelter,
lighting fires and trying to catch their
dinner. (For the
record, the platoon’s NCOs
and MTSS

A
Cpl Ryan ensures
the students don’t
burn themselves.

In February, a group of soldiers
braved the wilds of the Dublin
and Wicklow Mountains where
they put in practice some of
the skills learnt on a recent
survival course.
Sgt David Nagle reports…

TRAINING
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instructors were close by and did in fact drop in on
them to ensure they didn’t get lost, burn themselves
or accidentally sever a finger or two.)
Survival training has always featured as a part of
training but in the last couple of years the Defence
Forces has placed a greater emphasis on its development and instruction. To this end, since 2007 five
MTSS instructors, based in Casement Aerodrome,
Baldonnel, have attended survival, evade, resistance
to interrogation, and escape (SERE) courses in
Sweden and the UK.
With enhanced knowledge and new survival skills
acquired, they have developed a new survival course
syllabus and last year conducted the first Survival
Instructors course, as well as conducting numerous
basic survival courses with recruits, cadets and
reservists.
Cpl Mark Hammond, one of instructors who stayed
overnight with the troops, told me that this type of
course was ‘just another day in the office’ for him. As
he was speaking, Mark, along with his fellow instructors, Flt Sgt Fred Conlon, Sgt Jay Curley and Cpl
Declan Ryan, were packing up and heading to the
Slieve Bloom Mountains to run another 24-hour survival exercise, this time involving 120 soldiers from
the DFTC.
Cpl Hammond says that their introduction to survival skills usually involves a day of lectures and practical demonstrations, followed by a 24-hour exercise
on the ground. The lectures cover the principles of
…to stack more
survival, shelter construction, fire lighting and sourcfirewood, as we had ing food and water. Students are taught how to look
after themselves, and each other, in a survival situato burn one of the
They also get a chance to practice some butchershelters throughout tion.
ing skills, learning how to skin and gut rabbits, pheasthe night to keep the ant and fish, while using knives and axes safely. ‘But,’
Hammond said, ‘it’s only when you put someone
fire going. Learn from Cpl
in a foreign environment, without their creature comyour mistakes,
forts, that you see who paid attention to the instruction and who hadn’t.’
I certainly learned
On the previous day I had seen at firsthand what
a lot.’
he meant as I watched the students trying to light a
Pte Shane Tolan fire and boil some water, a task Cpl Declan Ryan had
given them before they headed into the woods, for a
grand prize of five sweets and one stock cube! From
the word go, each team busied themselves gathering
kindling, ferns, twigs, branches and water. Though
attempting the same task, each team approached the
challenge from different angles: some struggled to
get a flame, while others made some of the best signal fires ever seen. Eventually, after nearly 20 minutes, one team did manage to boil some water.
Any survival expert will tell you that in any survival

‘The most
important thing
on a survival
exercise like
this is…’

…it gives you a
greater appreciation
of the ordinary,
day-to-day things in
life, like home and
television.’
Pte Robbie McMahon
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situation the most important tool you can have is your
brain! You could have all the other tools and materials
in the world but without the knowledge on how to use
them, and a lot of common sense, you won’t last long.
Survival skills can’t be learnt overnight; it can take
even the most skilled survivalist years of trial and
error honing their techniques. As the instructors told
me, they were only giving these soldiers an introduction to the subject, with their main objectives to instil
some understanding of what is required to survive and
equally to give the troops a hunger to want to learn
more survival techniques in the future.
One of the first lectures given on the survival
courses is on the principles of survival. These principles differ between experts but the Air Corps’ survival school teaches them in the following order: protection, location, water and food. It was with these
principles firmly implanted in their heads that the students headed into the woods, each only wearing their
combat uniforms (including thermals, fleece, hat,
gloves, knife and survival kit) and carrying their
raingear and a full water bottle. Each team between
them had a few matches and a steel mug.
As they began working on their shelters, I caught
up with the five members of Team Two, who were
located just 20 metres off a forest track overlooking
Blessington Lakes in Co Wicklow. Within the team
Pte Stephen Ryan had been designated leader and
he told me that their first task was to build a shelter
and then light a fire. From what I could see they were

20/04/2009

…to collect lots and
lots of firewood.
I missed my bed, but I
did get a sleep and the
fire kept us going.’
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progressing satisfactorily with these tasks and had
the basis of two lean-to shelters standing at right
angles to each other. The whole team were in good
spirits and were looking forward to practising what
they had learnt. It was on that note that I left them.
The following day I checked in on Team Two and
their fellow survivalists to see how they had got on.
Thankfully, it hadn’t rained, though it was cold when I
returned on the Friday morning. I found Team Two all up
and standing in front of a fire that was blazing with the
remains of one of their shelters that they had added for
extra fuel. Less than impressed, Cpl Ryan, who was
with me, conducted a short Q&A session with the
team to get the team to question the wisdom of burning their shelter and what would happen if they had to
stay another night. Some of the salient lessons that
emerged were that they hadn’t collected enough firewood before it got dark and hadn’t put enough bedding
down to provide insulation from the cold ground.
I also learned that Team Two were the only team to
catch a rabbit, which they successfully skinned and
boiled. However, they didn’t like the taste so they

TRAINING
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…always to put
down a mat to
sleep on, bring a
knife; and a hat
and gloves for the
cold at night.’
Pte Stephen Ryan

decided to go hungry and gave the rabbit to another
team, who proceeded to roast and devour it.
After breaking camp and cleaning up their
respective sites the troops headed back to
Gormanston Camp, scoffing a breakfast roll on the
back of the truck, armed with new knowledge and
skills and a better understanding on how to survive.■

Pte Lisa O’Reilly
Below (top): Sgt Curley demonstrates how to make a snare.
Below (bottom):
Students and instructors the
morning after.

T H E

S U R V I V A L

The scout motto ‘Be prepared!’ is a good tenet for
any survivalist. Apart from the skills and knowledge
the MTSS instructors teach, they also advise soldiers to always carry a survival kit (or tin). You can
buy these in most camping and army surplus stores,
but it is better (and cheaper) to make it yourself.
Most items can be found around your home or purchased in a discount store. A survival kit should be
carried in your combat smock, waterproofed, sealed
in a plastic bag. There is no definite list of items to
be carried, as this can change depending on the
environment or conditions. Pictured here is a typical
survival kit carried by an MTSS instructor.

K I T

• Metal tin with lid. (Note
the blades and spare tape)
• Metal handle for use with
the tin when boiling water
• Tampon and condom. (The
tampon for kindling; the
condom can be employed
as a water-carrying
device)
• Fire-stick and matches
• Torch. (This one is solar
powered)
• Sweets and stock cube
• Wire for making snares

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wipes
Survival tac-aide
Sewing kit
Fishing tackle, hooks,
flyers and twine
Purification tablets and
water filter
Candle
Whistle
Spare fishing tackle.
Compass
Safety pin
Knife
Hand warmer
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The first part of the
awards took place in
McKee Bks’ new Gym,
where renowned Ireland
Goalkeeper and FAI
Technical Director, Packie
Bonner presented
International Caps to our
DF Soccer Team who
played at the 2007 CISM
International Military
Games in India.

17:23
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DF SOCCER
he inaugural Defence Forces Sports Awards were
held in McKee Bks on March 26th. It was organised by the Defence Forces Athletic Association
(DFAA) to recognise the achievements of our military sportsmen and women. The first part of the
awards took place in McKee Bks’ new Gym, where
renowned Ireland Goalkeeper and FAI Technical
Director, Packie Bonner presented International Caps
to our DF Soccer Team who played at the 2007 CISM
International Military Games in India. Speaking at the
presentation, Chief of Staff Lt Gen Dermot Earley
commented, ‘Sport fosters much that is central to our
lives as soldiers - physical fitness, dedication, commitment, teamwork and unity. Defence Forces sport
makes a vital contribution to our fighting spirit,
morale, personal development and therefore our overall operational effectiveness.’
Packie congratulated our soccer team and
remarked that ‘if the national team showed the same
amount of discipline as the Defence Forces Team,
(while standing on parade), they may perform better.’
Credit was also paid to the soccer management team,
Comdt Jim Noone (Retd) and CQMS Casey
McQuillian (Equit Sch), who were both commended
for their dedication and commitment to DF soccer.
The next part of the awards took place in the
Dining Complex, McKee Bks. Col Andy Kilfeather (D
DFT) got the proceedings off by welcoming everyone

T

and the winner is
Participation in
sport at international, national
and in the Defence
Forces has always
been part and parcel of military life.
At a recent awards
ceremony, the
Defence Forces
honoured some of
our best sportsmen and women,
who in 2008
brought glory to
themselves and to
Ireland. Sgt Rena
Kennedy reports…
16
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to the ceremony. In his opening remarks, Col
Kilfeather congratulated the recipients and he paid a
Left (top): Brig Gen James (GOC special mention to the ceremony organisers; Comdt
Air Corps) pictured with CQMS Rod McAuliffe, Capt Mark Lennon, Pte Les Farrell
(All DFAA), Brig Gen Ger Aherne (Former D DFT)
McQuillian.
and Comdt Sean Ridge (Former Sec DFAA). He also
Left (bottom): Packie Bonner picthanked the Brigade and Formation Executive
tured with Pte Anthony Shevlin
Officers for their dedication to the development of
and his father, Sgt Maj Phil
all sports within their respective commands. In sumShevlin.
ming up, he paid tribute to the Chief of Staff, ‘Gen
Main pic: The DF team give batEarley excelled in his chosen sport and it’s fitting
tle to the French team during the
that he presides over the ceremony here today.’
CISM Championships.
In his address, Lt Gen Earley encouraged all present to relax, enjoy the day and to embrace the occasion. As Chief of Staff he told the audience that he
recognises the gap in the past in not recognising the
achievements of our sportsmen and women, and he
hopes that from these small beginnings, that such
ceremonies in the future will become a bigger occasion, where families and teammates can attend to
pay tribute to all awardees.
According to Lt Gen Earley ‘sport in Defence
Forces is huge in the sense that it develops team
spirit, makes us perform better in our professional
capacity as soldiers.’
Above: The DF CISM Soccer
Team.

er is…

The awards were broken down into six categories:
• Military Related Sports
• Defence Forces Primary Representative Team
Sports
• Participants from other sports who achieved
National/International standard in 2008
• Sports Star; Special Merit; Hall of Fame and
Special Administrative Awards.

MILITARY RELATED SPORTS
This category covers all sports, which have a close
relationship to military training.
Orienteering Sport Star Award
P te Colm Hill (33 Res Inf Bn)
Pte Hill though a reservist, has become an integral
part of the Defence Forces Orienteering Team. Colm
has excelled in orienteering, both inside and outside
the DF and he was selected for the Irish National
Team for the Junior World Orienteering
Championships. Colm also participated in the Junior
European Cup (Belgium), the International Spring
Cup (Denmark) and finished third in the National
Championships. Lt O’Connor accepted the award on
behalf of Pte Hill.
Shooting Sport Star Award
A member of the ARW
This particular soldier is a seasoned sharpshooter who
is the current DF Pistol Champion. He has represented
Ireland at the CISM European Championships and is
currently training for the CISM World Championships.

REPRESENTATIVE TEAM SPORTS
This category covers team sports, which military personnel participate in at DF, national and international
levels.
Gaelic Football Sport Star Award
Capt Dermot Earley (2 MP Coy)
Capt Dermot Earley in 2008 captained the DF Gaelic football
team, which won all its representative games against AIB, BOI
and New York selection teams.
Dermot is the current captain of
Kildare inter-county Gaelic football team and has given many
years of top performances to both
Kildare and the DF. In addition, he
has represented Ireland on the
International Rules Panel on a number of occasions.
Hurling Sport Star Award
P te Eoin Lark in (3 Inf Bn)

Lt Gen Earley pictured with Pte Larkin and Cpl O’Connor

Pte Eoin Larkin was the jewel in Kilkenny’s conquering
team for 2008. In addition to winning three All-Irelands
AN COSANTÓIR
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in a row, Eoin was also crowned GAA Hurler
of the year in 2008. He also won his first All
Star Award, which capped an incredible year
for this talented hurler. Pte Larkin has also
been a stalwart on the DF hurling team over
the last number of years
Rugby Sport Star Award

Page 18

is currently competing on the high performance panel of Eventing Ireland with his goals
to participating in the World Equestrian
Games in 2010 and at the London Olympics
in 2012. He has represented Ireland on a
consistent basis at both national and international shows, with the Army Equitation
School.

P te Martin Cummins (2 Inf Bn)
Pte Martin Cummins currently undergoing
his three star training
recently produced some
fantastic performances
with the DF Rugby team.
This year he played
against the Royal Navy
and was named ‘man of
the match’ during the DF
v French Army match.
Martin has also represented Connaught U20s
and Galwegians RFC in
2008. He is certainly a great prospect for the
future.
Soccer Sport Star Award
P te Ken Hennessy (4 Inf Bn)
Pte Ken Hennessy had a very successful
2008, when he achieved his 1st FIFA
International Referee Badge and also officiated at the U21 European Championships. In
the past Ken has officiated at a selection of
Senior Internationals and in November 2008,
he was Assistant Referee during the FAI
Cup Final. In January this year, Pte Hennesy
received his 2nd FIFA International Badge.
Unable to attend the ceremony because he
was refereeing in Germany, his father Sgt
Steve Hennessey (Retd) accepted the award
on his behalf.

OTHER SPORTS
Participants from other sports who
achieved a National or International
standard
This category recognises military personnel
who made a particular contribution to their
sport.
Camogie Sport Star Award
Cpl Gemma O’Connor (4 Inf Bn)
Cpl Gemma O’Connor is a five times GAA
All-Star Award winner and has been recognised as an outstanding performer in
Camogie over the last number of years. She
again won an All-Ireland Senior Camogie
medal with Cork in 2008 and has represented
the DF with distinction in camogie. She also
participates in a number of other sports
including soccer and Gaelic football.

Golf Sport Star Award
S gt Kieran Kennedy (31 Res Arty Regt)
Sgt Kieran Kennedy made Defence Forces
history in 2008 as the first military golfer to
win the World Military
CISM Golf
Championship in
Canada. Since 1995,
Kieran has been a member of the DF CISM Golf
teams having represented Ireland in South
Africa, Pakistan and the
US. As a member of
Thurles Golf Club he
was part of the winning Munster Mixed
Foursomes and All-Ireland runners-up in
2008. Sgt Kennedy also won the Clonmel
Senior Scratch Cup. Kieran has won the DF
Senior Championship on four occasions and
has been runner-up on five other occasions.
He has won numerous other club competitions and in his time, was an accomplished
hurler, winning five Chaplain’s Cup titles
with the 30 Inf Bn.
Athletics Sport Star Award
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P te Paul Murphy (12 Inf Bn)
Pte Paul Murphy was a
member of the successful
Kilkenny U21 Hurling All
Ireland winning team in
2008. For his fine performances last year, Brian
Cody (Kilkenny Hurling
Manager) promoted Paul
to the Kilkenny senior
panel for this year’s season. Pte Murphy is also a
valued member of the DF hurling squad.
Diving Sport Merit Award
Capt Ruari O’Brien (Glen of Imaal)
Capt Ruari O’Brien had a
prominent year both within the DF diving establishment and also on a national scale. He successfully
completed the national
Diving Instructor programme following a twoyear course, receiving the
highest grade achievable.
Ruari is an active member
and instructor with the DF Diving Club and
contributes many hours to the development
of club diving within Defence Forces.
Soccer Sport Merit Award
P te Patrick Foy (28 Inf Bn)

Pte Patrick Foy is currently finishing his UEFA ‘A’
Standard Coaching
Gnr Alan O’Brien is on a steady rise to join
Ireland’s athletics elite. In 2008 Alan was the Badge. In 2008 he represented the Defence
Irish Athletics National Novice Cross
Country Champion following a great run. He Forces as part of CISM
solidarity (Uganda) and
followed this by winning the DF Cross
Country Championships. He finished fifth in took part in a coaching
seminar for people in
the National 800m Final and at this year’s
indoor championships in Belfast, Gnr O’Brien Uganda. Pte Foy also
coached the DF Soccer
was crowned 2009 National Senior 1500m
team in 2008.
Champion, joining famous runners such as
Marcus O’Sullivan in Irish Athletics. He is
certainly a prospect for the future and we will Sea Angling Sport Merit Award
all be observing him with great interest.
S gt Michael Barry (LBH)
Gnr Alan O’Brien (HQ DFTC)

This category covers military personnel or
clubs, who have excelled in their chosen
sport.

In 2008, Sgt Michael Barry was part of the
Irish Team for the World Boat Sea Angling
Championships (Holland). Michael is a keen
angler and has been to the forefront of DF
angling over the last number of years.

Hurling Sport Merit Award

Judo Sport Merit Award

Lt Peter Smith
(4 W Bde)

S gt Paul McConv ille (67 Res Inf Bn)

SPECIAL MERIT AWARDS

In 2008 Lt Peter Smith
won an All-Ireland Senior
Hurling Club Medal with
Equestrian Sport Star Award
his club Portumna and
Capt Geoff Curran (Equit Sch)
recently repeated the feat
Capt Geoff Curran represented Ireland with last St Patrick’s Day. He
distinction at the 2008 Beijing Olympics. He has represented the
achieved his place on the team having won a Defence Forces on many
World Cup qualifier, beating a top class
occasions as part of the
international field of Irish competitors. Geoff DF Hurling team.
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Hurling Sport Merit Award

Sgt Paul McConville is a
committed member of the
DF Judo Club and has
represented the Defence
Forces on numerous occasions. In 2008 he competed
internationally and finished second in the U81kg
High Wicombe Open, the
Northwest open and in the
British Masters. Last year
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he also finished third in the U81kg Northern
Ireland Open.
Swimming Sport Merit Award
S/Lt Ly nne Donnelly (Naval Service)
S/Lt Lynne Donnelly represented Ireland at
the XII FINA World Masters Swimming
Championships (Australia) in 2008, finishing
fourth in the 50m, 100m and 200m backstroke.
Lynne currently holds four Irish Masters
records in the 50m, 100m and 200m backstroke and 100m freestyle.
Basketball Sport Merit Award
Defence Forces Bask etball
In 2008, basketball within the DF went from
strength to strength, culminating with the
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DF Basketball Team winning the All-Ireland
Corporate Games Competition. Capt Mick
Hickey (12 Inf Bn) accepted the award on
behalf of the team.
Mountaineering Sport Merit
Award
Defence Forces Association of
Mountaineering
The members of Defence Forces
Association of Mountaineering (DFAM)
were recognised for successfully completing
an international mountaineering course in
Switzerland. In 2008, DFAM was extremely
active, running courses and promoting
mountaineering throughout the DF. Lt Conor
McCarthy (5 Inf Bn) accepted the award on
behalf of DFAM.

DF RUGBY 2009
Comdt Tay lor (DF Rugby Coach)
gives a round up of a recent representative match and what’s
ahead this year for rugby within
the Defence Forces.
Representative Rugby Team recently completed their annual schedule
of international fixtures. In line with
recent history the DF stayed ‘up’
against the French Armed Forces
(FAF) and went ‘under’ by a narrow
margin to the Royal Navy (RN). The
fixture against the French took
place on Friday February 6th at the
Cill Dara Rugby Club and the DF
were deserving winners on a scoreline of 24-10. The DF played the conditions perfectly and exploited the
solid platform laid by the pack. 12-0
up at half time they scored two clinical tries early in the second half to
secure the result. Unfortunately a
similar level of clinical finishing
was shown by the RN three weeks
later when they scored two early
tries to open a 10-0 lead after 15
minutes. The game was played in
the DFTC sports grounds and
although the DF played with great
skill, application and courage they
could not close the margin fully and
ultimately were sunk by the superior RN effort loosing by a margin of
15-08. Over the course of the two
games there were stand out individual performances throughout the

The DF Rugby Team

team. However, the singular outstanding player for the DF over the
two games was Pte Martin
Cummins (2 Inf Bn), who earned
high praise from all observers for
his skill, athleticism and total disregard for personal safety. He was a
deserving recipient of the ‘man of
the match’ award in the RN fixture.
It would be remiss in recording the
exploits of the side not to praise the
outstanding efforts of the support
staff, notably Gnr ‘Jock’ Gleeson
(CSC DFTC), Coy Sgt Stan Hurley
(12 Inf Bn) and Sgt ‘Mousey’ Ryan
(SSU DFTC). They provide an
excellent level of service in support
of the team and their efforts are
much appreciated. Defence Forces
Rugby is in a fine state of health at
this time and all involved look forward to continued success in the
future. A special word of thanks
also to MOWAG, for their continued support of DF Rugby. Next
seasons simple objectives are as
follows: To beat the French on
Gallic soil and to scuttle the Royal
Navy ‘destroyers’ in Portsmouth.
Finally all interested players from
both the PDF and RDF are encouraged to attend the DF interbrigade 7’s on May 20th in Cill
Dara RFC. For details contact your
Brigade/Formation Rugby representatives.

HALL OF FAME
Hall of Fame Award
Maj Gen Tony Wall (Retd)
This category covers
those military personnel, who have made a
unique contribution to
their sport and are
rightly entered into
our hall of fame.
Maj Gen Tony Wall
was one of the most
outstanding hurlers of
his generation and
memories of his hurling prowess are well
remembered. Among his sporting highlights are his five All-Ireland Hurling
medals, eight Munster Senior Hurling
Medals and seven National Leagues
Medals. In addition to this, he also holds
ten County Senior Medals. Maj Gen Wall
was awarded Hurler of the Year in 1958 - the
first time this award was made. In 1999, he
was named centre halfback on the
Tipperary Team of the Millennium.
In acceptance his award, Maj Gen Wall
laughing stated, ‘Heap much praise upon
my head - Holy God I must be dead.’ He
went onto remark that his family present
were too young to remember his glory days,
but he paid a tribute to his wife, Betty who
he credits with ‘looking after his psychological and physical wounds over the years of
playing hurling.’
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Special Administrative Award
This category covers those military personnel who tirelessly work behind the scenes,
sometimes for years in developing their
chosen sport.
Special Administrative Award
Coy Sgt Willie O’Riordan (HQ 1 S Bde)
Coy Sgt Willie
O’Riordan dedication
to athletics in the
Defence Forces is
clearly visible through
his extensive involvement in the sport
throughout his career.
He has been instrumental in encouraging
younger athletes to
take to the road, track
and field over his 34
years as a runner himself. On five occasions, Coy Sgt O’Riordan was the DF
Running Manager/Coach at CISM level. In
January, our DF runners finished second in
at the CISM Cross Country Championships
(Switzerland). A keen runner himself, Willie
has ran 13 marathons with a best time of
2hrs 46mins. A familiar face at DF and civilian races, Willie is still running competitively and he took third place in the O55 category in the 10 Mile Ballycotton Run. ■
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In 1987 our Chief of Staff, then Comdt Dermot
In late September 1991 the first six Irish
Earley was appointed Assistant Military Advisor to
officers took up duty with MINURSO in
the Secretary General (SG) of the UN Mr Javier
Western Sahara and to date, some 155
Perez de Cuellar. One of his many tasks in late 1987
was an assignment to North West Africa regarding
officers have served with the mission.
the disputed territory of Western Sahara. Comdt
Earley as the Secretary General’s Military
Our participation over the last eighteen years now
Representative, Mr Abbi Farrah USG for African
makes MINURSO the third longest mission of particiAffairs, Maj Gen Terry Liston (Can) and a Colonel
pation by the Defence Forces in UN peacekeeping
from the African Union (AU) were sent on a fact-findduties, after UNTSO and UNIFIL. In the context of
ing mission to the region.
Ireland’s commitment to the United Nations and international peace and security our service has been sigTheir aim was to begin the fledgling negoti- nificant and praiseworthy. Some of the officers who
ations about establishing United Nations
have served with MINURSO are no longer with us,
involvement in the ongoing conflict between however we recognise their unselfish commitment to
Ireland’s international role of peacekeeping, ‘Ar dheis
Morocco and the Saharawi people of Western go
raibh a anam Dé’.

I
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Sahara.

Since 1991, Irish
Officers have
served with
MINURSO in the
Western Sahara.
Lt Col Fergus
Hannon (OC 1 Fd
Arty Regt) and a
UN veteran of this
mission, gives an
overview of our
involvement…

BIGSHOTPHOTO

The Saharan people were represented by POLISARIO and Algeria, which supported their claims to
Western Sahara. The fact-finding mission involved
meeting the main stakeholders to the conflict. In the
course of the visit the SGs delegation met with the
King of Morocco and Algerian government officials,
and spent a number of weeks on the ground with the
Moroccan forces and POLISARIO, which included
visits to areas of ongoing fighting between both
sides along the lines of confrontation.
This fact-finding mission led to the establishment
of United Nations Mission for the Referendum in
Western Sahara (MINURSO), which was to oversee
the referendum leading to the solution of the conflict.
The Secretary General in August 1988 submitted the
initial settlement proposals to the two parties - The
Kingdom of Morocco and the POLISARIO, who
accepted the UN proposals and a cease-fire was
declared on September 6th 1991.

MINURSO

Officers serving with MINURSO
pictured in 2008. The author,
Lt Col Fergus Hannon is in the
centre of the back row.
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Background to the Conflict
According to the UN, Western Sahara is the last
African non self-governing territory and it is often
referred to as the last remaining colony in Africa.
The contested territory is similar in size to France
and is rich in phosphates, fish, and possibly oil. It
borders the North Atlantic, Mauritania, Morocco and
Algeria. It has a landmass of some 284,000Km.
By 1936, Spain and France had formed an alliance
to establish Spanish control in the Western Sahara,
with the territory becoming a Spanish province in
1958. On December 16th 1965, the UN General
Assembly adopted its first resolution requesting
Spain ‘take all necessary measures’ to decolonise
the territory, while entering negotiations on the problems relating to sovereignty, all of which emphasised
the need to hold a referendum. From the start the UN
stated that the Western Sahara conflict could only be
resolved through an act of self-determination, in
keeping with the Declaration on the granting of
Independence to Colonial countries and people. The
UN to the present day has maintained this position.
Following the emergence of several fleeting anticolonial movements in the late 60s and early 70s, the
Lt Col Hannon salutes the Force armed forces of the liberation struggle, known as the
POLISARIO Front (Frente Popular para la
Commander and the UNSG
during a medal parade ceremony Liberación de Saguia El-Hamra y Rio de Oro –
at the Force HQ in Laayoune,
FPOL) was officially established in 1973 at a conWestern Sahara, in 2008.
gress held in Ain Bentili in order to organise against

Irish Officers
Participation
in MINURSO
1991-2009
This is a comprehensive
list of officers (with
dates and UN ID numbers) who served with
MINURSO from 1991 to
date. This information is
from limited records
available to me from my
time as Chief Military
Personnel Officer
MINURSO. I have done my
best to be as accurately
as the records permitted.
If there are inaccuracies,
I request your understanding and invite correction for future note.
22
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29 Sep 91 to 29 Mar 92: 608 Comdt
Cornelius (Niall) Cremin - 609 Capt
Jeremiah Crowley - 610 Lt Col John
Anthony (Sean) Hurley - 611 Capt
John Charles Murphy - 612 Comdt Jim
Russell RIP - 613 Capt Patrick John
Ryan
24 Mar to 24 Oct 92: 854 Lt Col
Christopher Leaney - 855 Capt Sean
Kerins - 856 Capt David Lannon - 857
Capt Brian Sweeney - 858 Comdt
Thomas Peter Staunton - 859 Capt
Henry Gregory O’Shea
21 Oct 92 to 1 Feb 93: 1165 Lt Col James
Bernard Macken - 1166 Comdt Patrick
McKenna - 1167 Capt Jim Maguire 1168 Capt Michael Baston - 1169 Capt
John Anthony Barry - 1170 Capt Conor
Thomas Byrne
2 Mar to 1 Sep 93: 1249 Lt Col John Fahy
28 Apr 93 to 1 Oct 93: 1338 Comdt Joseph
Peter Minogue - 1339 Comdt John MC
Menamin - 1340 Comdt Jeremiah
O’Driscoll - 1341 Comdt Martin Gibson
- 1342 Comdt Brian Anthony O’Driscoll
24 Sep 93 to 1 Apr 94: 1463 Lt Col Niall
Callanan - 2169 Comdt Patrick Hession
- 2170 Comdt Albert Peter O’Sullivan 2171 Capt Gerald Barry - 2172 Capt
Sean Gerard Finnegan
24 Nov 93 to 24 May 94: 2232 Capt John
Christopher Lynch - 2359 Comdt
Joseph Peter Moran - 2360 Capt Shane
Ashe - 2361 Capt Philip Dominick
Kiely - 2362 Lt (NS) Edward Joseph
Whelehan
28 May to 28 Nov 94: 2382 Capt Patrick
Brennan
24 Jun 94 to 23 Jun 95: 2431 Lt Col John
Patrick Murray - 2433 Comdt Finbar
Lambert

Apr il 2009

Spanish colonialism. On
February 27th 1976, the day
after the Spanish officially
withdrew from the territory, POLISARIO proclaimed an independent
Western Sahara and
established a governmentin-exile, the Sahrawi Arab
Democratic Republic
(SADR).
1975 was a pivotal year
with Spanish General
Franco on his deathbed,
Moroccan and
Mauritanian forces
entered what was at that
point still the Spanish
Sahara. On October 16th
1975, the International
Court of Justice (ICJ)
published its advisory
opinion on what should
happen with the territory it rejected Morocco and
Mauritania’s claims to the
land and maintained the
right of the Sahrawi people to self-determination.

19 Oct 94 to 19 Apr 95: 2655 Comdt
Henry Thomas Anderson - 2656 Comdt
David Alexander McGonnel - 2657
Capt Stephen Walsh - 2658 Capt Shea
Fahy
25 Nov 94 to 25 May 95: 2726 Comdt
David Sexton
10 Jan 95 to 10 Jan 96: 2765 Comdt John
Martin Egan
22 May to 22 Nov 95: 3065 Capt Neil
O’Mahony
13 Jun 95 to 24 Jul 96: 3126 Lt Col Peter
McMahon
28 Jun 95 to 29 Jun 96: 3150 Comdt
Thomas McNally
17 Oct 95 to 17 Jun 96: 3325 Capt Patrick
Joseph Power
22 Nov 95 to 20 May 96: 3364 Capt
Francis Brendan O’Dea
13 Jan 96 to 13 Jan 97: 3387 Lt Cdr John
Crowley
14 Apr to 1 Oct 96: 3551 Lt Cdr Mario
Jeremiah Minihane - 3552 Capt Timothy
John O’Connell - 3553 Comdt Thomas
O’Brien
1 May to 1 Nov 96: 3562 Capt Bernard
Michael Daly
13 Jun 96 to 13 Jun 97: 3614 Lt Col
Patrick Curley
30 Jun 96 to 30 Jun 97: 3621 Comdt
Gerard Pius O’Sullivan
7 Oct 96 to 7 Apr 97: 3719 Comdt Eamonn
Kiely - 3720 Capt Thomas Enright –
3721 Capt Conor Timothy Lynch - 3727
Capt Terence Canton
28 Oct 96 to 28 Apr 97: 3747 Capt Brian
Patrick Cleary
13 Jan 97 to 13 Jan 98: 3804 Comdt Frank
Bolger
4 Apr to 4 Oct 97: 3912 Comdt Timothy
Shine - 3913 Capt Patrick Blaise

Brennan - 3914 Capt Michael
Broderick - 3915 Capt Joseph Cully
21 Jun 97 to 21 Jun 98: 3952 Comdt
Laurence Devaney
4 Jul 97 to 4 Jan 98: 3964 Capt Pearse
Thomas O’Donnell
29 Sep 97 to 29 Mar 98: 4089 Comdt
Patrick McDaniel - 4090 Capt Duncan
Nugent - 4091 Capt Mark Staunton 4092 Comdt David Brown
22 Oct 97 to 22 Apr 98: 4128 Capt James
Murphy
28 Dec 97 to 28 Jun 98: 4362 Capt Adrian
O’Murchu
10 Jan 98 to 10 Jan 99: 4378 Lt Col
Patrick Freeman
25 Mar to 1 Sep 98: 4488 Comdt James
Dawson
25 Mar to 25 Sep 98: 4487 Comdt John
McMahon - 4489 Capt Cyril Whelan 4490 Comdt Thomas White
20 Apr to 20 Oct 98: 4525 Capt Padraig
MacCarthy
23 Jun to 23 Dec 98: 4710 Capt Maureen
O’Brien
23 Jun 98 to 23 Jun 99: 4711 Comdt John
Tolan
20 Sep 98 to 20 Mar 99: 4890 Capt Eoin
Stapleton - 4891 Capt Michael Dunne 4892 Capt Ned Broughall - 4893 Capt
Robert Carroll
17 Oct 98 to 17 Apr 99: 4939 Comdt
Donagh O’Keeffe RIP
21 Dec 98 to 23 Jun 99: 5002 Capt David
Gosling
11 Jan 99 to 11 Jan 00: 5019 Lt Col Peter
Archibold
16 Mar to 16 Sep 99: 5042 Comdt Andrew
Kilfeather - 5044 Comdt Howard
Costelloe - 5045 Capt Brian Fitzgerald
- 5046 Capt William Roberts
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The UN Settlement Plan
This article will not be able to outline the entire military, political, and international implications, which
are considerable, involved in seeking a solution to
the Western Sahara conflict. The UN settlement plan
went into effect in April 1991, when the Security
Council approved the SGs report proposing the
organisation of a referendum on self-determination,
enabling the people to choose between independence/or integration with Morocco. The plan called for
the creation of MINURSO, consisting of civilian, military and police components to carry out all tasks
leading to the referendum. The plan stipulated that
the full support of the Security Council, co-operation
of the parties and of adjacent countries were essential if MINURSO were to carry out its mandate. In
addition to observing the cease-fire, MINURSOs
main responsibility was the identification of potential voters for the referendum, which was eventually
completed in 1999. MINURSO has been extensively
involved with observing the cease-fire and also
directly involved in implementing confidence building measures (CBMs) entailing family visits
between the Western Saharan population in the territory and the refugee camps in Algeria. The mission’s headquarters is in the Western Saharan city
of Laayoune and a field office in Tindouf, in Southern
Algeria.
The force consists of less than 500 personnel

BIGSHOTPHOTO

On October 31st, the Moroccan army crossed the border into Western Sahara, aiming to occupy three
towns, which had previously been evacuated by the
Spanish. The army clashed with the POLISARIO
Front, which was attempting to protect the towns of
Farsia, Haousa and Jdiriya from the Moroccan forces.
Six days later, on November 6th, then Moroccan
King, Hassan II, called on volunteers to take part in
the ‘Green March’, so named after the sacred colour
of Islam. An estimated 350,000 Moroccan civilians
crossed into the former Spanish Sahara bearing
flags, pictures of the King and copies of the Koran. In
spite of the ICJ decision on Sahrawi self-determination, Morocco forcibly annexed the northern twothirds of the territory. This resulted in tens of thousands of Sahrawis being forced to flee the violence
and to abandon their homes. The makeshift camps
they set up in Western Sahara were targets during the
fighting, forcing them to seek refuge further a field in
POLISARIO-controlled areas and in Algeria, where
many remain to this day.
Algeria granted the Sahrawis asylum and began to
build what were intended to be ‘temporary’ refugee
camps in the desert. The camps are based near
Tindouf and are named after the towns in Western
Sahara where the refugees came from. Many young
men had stayed behind to fight, but tens of thousands
of women, children, and elderly made the long trek
towards Algeria.
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18 Jun 99 to 16 Jun 00: 5177 Comdt
Philip Cathal Brennan
20 Jul 99 to 20 Jan 00: 5348 Comdt Jim
William Burns
13 Sep 99 to 13 Mar 00: 5412 Comdt
Andrew MacIntyre - 5413 Capt Frank
Lawless -5414 Capt Louis Flynn 5415 Comdt Raymond Fives
17 Jan to 17 Jul 00: Capt Jack Griffin
8 Feb 00 to 8 Feb 01: 5611 Lt Col
Desmond Donagh
15 Mar to 15 Sep 00: 5632 Comdt
Thomas Farrell RIP - 5634 Comdt
George Kerton - 5635 Comdt Tony
Daly
28 Jun 00 to 28 Jan 01: 5734 Comdt
Joseph Dowling
12 Jul 00 to 12 Jan 01: Capt Thomas
Walsh
26 Jan to 26 Jul 01: 5960 Comdt Gerry
Cooney - 5961 Comdt Hugh Sheerin
6 Feb 01 to 6 Feb 02: 5967 Lt Col
Joseph Ahern

22 Jul 01 to 22 Jan 02: 6097 Capt
Richard Adrian Jacobs - 6098 Comdt
Andrew Richardson
18 Jan to 18 Jul 02: 6248 Comdt Niall
O’Toole - 6249 Capt Sean Burke
4 Feb 02 to 4 Feb 03: 6269 Lt Col
Matthew O’Brien
14 Jul 02 to 28 Jan 03: 6389 Comdt
James (Seamus) McDermott
21 Jul 02 to 21 Jan 03: 6395 Capt Karl
O’Sullivan
15 Dec 02 to 15 Jun 03: Capt Daniel
(Donie) McGrath
23 Jan to 23 Jul 03: Comdt James
Joseph Mulligan - Capt Ruairi
O’Brien
17 Feb 03 to 17 Feb 04: 6620 Lt Col
Matthew Murray
20 Jul 03 to 28 Jan 04: 6736 Comdt
Oliver Barbour - 6737 Comdt
Colin Dwyer - 6738 Capt Ray
Kenny
18 Jan to 18 Jul 04: 6877 Comdt Tom

O’Callaghan - 6878 Capt Paul
Cunney - 6879 Capt Fiacra Keyes
16 Feb 04 to 16 Feb 05: 6908 Lt Col
Patrick Fingleton
10 Jul 04 to 13 Jan 05: 7024 Capt John
McCrann
13 Jul 04 to 13 Jan 05: 7034 Capt
Patrick Early - 7035 Capt David
O’Shaughnessy
11 Jan to 11 Jul 05: 7180 Comdt James
O’Neill - 7181 Capt Ciaran Connery 7182 Capt Owen McNally
22 Feb 05 to 18 May 06: 7219 Lt Col
William Gray
12 Jul 05 to 12 Jan 06: 7326 Capt Philip
Grant - 7327 Capt David Sweeney
29 Jul 05 to 30 Jan 06: 7337 Comdt
Thomas Leslie Boyle
25 Jan to 25 Jul 06: 7500 Comdt Eric
Larkin - 7502 Capt Brian Walsh - 7503
Capt Colin Miller
14 May 06 to 14 May 07: 7596 Lt Col
Kieran Dalton

21 Jul 06 to 21 Jan 07: Capt Kenneth
Cooney - Capt Ian Travers
19 Jan to 19 Jul 07: 7801 Capt Adrian
Keohane - 7802 Capt Brendan
Lyons
14 May 07 to 16 May 08: 7904 Lt Col
Fergus Hannon
15 Jul 07 to 15 Jan 08: 7936 Capt Colin
Lawlor - 7937 Capt Eoghan
O’Sullivan
13 Jan 08 to 13 Jul 08: 8096 Capt
Michael Parsons - 8098 Capt Ian
Harrington
26 May to 26 Nov 08: 8200 Lt Col Conor
Burke
8 Jul 08 to 8 Jan 09: 8233 Lt (NS) Cian
O’Mearain - 8234 Capt Ultan
O’Ceallaigh
23 Nov 08 to 23 May 09: 8324 Lt Col
Michael Clancy
7 Jan to 7 Jul 09: 8364 Capt Gerard
Connelly - 8365 Capt Barry
Mangan
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Current Situation
The current situation is that Morocco regards Western
Sahara as part of its national territory, discards
notions of transition or independence and proposes
an ‘autonomy’ within its kingdom. The Frente
Polisario, based primarily in the refugee camps in
Algeria, say that the people of Western Sahara must
exercise their right to self-determination and choose
their destiny. MINURSO mission and particularly the
United Nations Military Observers (UNMO) continuously monitor the cease-fire, in a fair and professional
manner, in an effort to ensure stability on the ground
in Western Sahara as the UN and International community endeavour to find a political solution to this
longstanding problem. Under present conditions there
does not appear to be an acceptable solution to either
sides, and the situation in Western Sahara monitored
by the MINURSO mission is likely to continue for
some years to come.
MINURSO Deployment
The mission is mandated to help the Security Council
achieve an overall objective, namely, a just, lasting
and mutually acceptable political solution, which will
provide for the self-determination of the people of
Western Sahara.
The mission headquarters is in Laayoune, Western
Sahara, with nine team sites divided by The Berm
(a great sand wall), separating the two opposing
forces. To counter the FPOL ‘hit and run’ tactics prior
to the cease-fire, the Royal Moroccan Army (RMA)
gradually created a continuous line of static defensive
positions that eventually ran the entire length of
Western Sahara. This defensive line winds it’s way
from Southern Morocco through Western Sahara
roughly NE to SW where it reaches the Atlantic coast
bordering Mauritania. It is a combination of military
strong points joined together by bulldozed sand banks
and natural relief and now forms the de facto division
An Irish piper plays during headed by a Special Representative of the
between the Moroccan and FPOL controlled parts of
St Patrick’s Day celebraSecretary General (SRSG). The Force is made up of Western Sahara.
tions in Laayoune in 2008. a Military/Civilian component with 231 military and
Four team sites in Mahbas, Smara, Oum Dreaga
six civilian UN policemen (UNCIVPOL). The miliand Awsard lie to the Western side of the Berm in
tary force consists of 203 Military observers from 29 Moroccan controlled hands. Five team sites lie to the
different countries, 27 medical and Clerical person- Eastern side of the Berm, occupied by Polisario
nel and a Force Commander. Approximately 240
forces at Bir Lahlou, Tifariti, Mehaires, Mijek, and
International civilian personnel and local civilian
Agwanit. Each of these sites is manned by between
staff support the military, with the Chief of Mission 15 to 20 UNMOs. A liaison office is based at Tindouf
Support (CMS) as the chief administrative officer
inside Algeria. The mission has evolved into a classiThe mission headquar- for the mission.
cal UNMO mission, involving daily patrols, visits to
ters is in Laayoune,
Between 1991 and 1995 the mission became
headquarters and units of opposing forces. Teams
embroiled in the whole registration process and
live in isolated and communal tented camps, dependWestern Sahara, with
whom could and could not be registered. Both parties ing very much on four-wheeled vehicles, GPS for
nine team sites divided to the conflict had their own reasons at different
navigation through the barren desert, aided by good
by The Berm (a great
stages for stalling and disputing the process. The
HF and VHF radio communications. Air support is
sand wall), separating problems of the identification and appeals protocols provided by fixed wing and Mi-8 Helicopter to the
the two opposing forces. continued to be the stumbling block and in February UNMO sites, bringing stores and personnel, and giv2000 a report indicated that the likelihood of a soluan air recce capability. The newly arrived UNMO
To counter the FPOL ‘hit tion through an agreed referendum based on the set- ing
spends five days at mission headquarters on inducand run’ tactics prior to tlement plan was becoming less likely. Ten years were tion and medical briefing, followed by five to six
the cease-fire, the Royal spent working on the settlement plan, but eventually weeks patrol leader qualification training at the team
it and subsequent initiatives such as the framework
site. The mission is invaluable from a training and
Moroccan Army (RMA)
agreement (FA), and one or the other party rejected
experience point of view for the junior Irish officer.
gradually created a
the ‘Baker Plan’. This period saw a re-politicisation of The more senior and experienced Irish Officer very
continuous line of static the Security Council over Western Sahara, and to
quickly will find they are selected as Team Site comsome degree that still pertains when one reviews the mander, key team site appointment or on the Mission
defensive positions
media reports and comments of various HQ Staff, where the Irish officers professional backthat eventually ran the international
countries after both parties had met, at the recent
ground, staff training, negotiation skills and previous
entire length of
face-to-face meetings between the protagonists in
overseas experience and language skills is regarded
New York during 2007/08.
Western Sahara.
as invaluable by mission leadership.■
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triathlontriathlontriathlontriathlontriathlon
In this feature, Sgt Rena Kennedy tells
Sgt Rena Kennedy
(An Cosantóir)
us how the modern triathlon is
triathlon is an endurance-sport event comprising
structured and Comdt Shane Bradley
swimming, cycling and running over various distances. In most modern triathlons the three disci(SPO DFHQ and chairman of the
plines are conducted back-to-back in immediate
sequence and a competitor’s official time includes the
newly established Defence Forces
time required to ‘transition’ between the individual
legs of the race, including any time necessary for
Triathlon Association) tells us
changing clothes and shoes.
of his plans for the
‘Swim 2.4 miles!
Association.
Bike 112 miles!
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A

Run 26.2 miles!
Brag for the rest of your life!’
So said US Navy Commander John Collins, the
winner of the first modern, long-distance triathlon the Hawaiian Iron man in 1977.
If an attempt at the full triathlon with those distances is out of the question it is still possible to participate. Sprint triathlons, as the name suggests, are
shorter (750m swim, 20k cycle and 5k run) and may be
more attractive to the beginner.
H ow a triathlon work s
Competitors who wish to take part in an event must
register and attend a briefing the day before, or on the
day of, the race. This briefing includes details of the
course, the rules, routes, road conditions, road closures and aid stations. At registration participants
are given a race number, coloured swim cap, timing
band if appropriate, and details of the location of the
transition area, where competitors are generally provided with a rack for their bicycle and a small area for
clothes, food and equipment.

take up the

* * * * *
Racers are generally categorised by age group
(with five-year intervals between groups) so that individuals are competing against those roughly the same
age as themselves.
After setting up their station in the transition area,
the competitors don their swimwear and head to the
swim area for the start of the race. They will enter the
water in waves (by age group) and start off on the
route, which is normally marked out by a series of
coloured buoys. The finish should be located near the
transition area and when the competitors leave the
water at the end of the swim, they head there to get
ready for the cycling stage.

triathlon
challenge
AN COSANTÓIR
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The Defence Forces
Triathlon Association
(DFTA) is a newly
formed group of
military triathletes some seasoned and
others… complete
beginners.

The cycling stage can be on open or closed roads
with aid stations along the route and cycle helmets
are obligatory.
After they finish the 20k cycle, competitors leave
their bikes in the transition area and prepare for the
run. The run is also usually held on open or closed
roads, with refreshments provided along the way to
the race finish line, which is generally located close
to the transition area.
The Defence Forces Triathlon Association (DFTA)
is a newly formed group of military triathletes - some seasoned
and others (like myself) complete beginners. DFTA aims to
promote the sport with the DF,
provid information and assistance
to those soldiers who are interested
in competing in triathlon. At present
they are gearing up for
‘TriAthlone’, a sprint triathlon
set to take place in Athlone,
Co Westmeath, on July 18th
2009.
Comdt Shane Bradley
(DFTA chairman) is keen
to promote the sport within
the Defence Forces and he
is intending to have an
‘Army Wave’ taking part in the
TriAthlone in July.

Comdt Shane Bradley
(DFTA chairman)

Triathlon is one of the fastest growing sports in
Ireland. In this emerging sport, competition is open
to all on race day, be it the potential Olympian or the
complete novice: everyone swims, cycles and runs on
the same course and all are welcome.
Members of the Defence Forces have been competing at all levels of triathlon for many years, some
to a very high standard. It is no surprise that military
personnel are drawn to such a challenging event, particularly since it requires many of the attributes and
qualities that one finds enshrined in our military
ethos; motivation, determination, self-discipline, coordination, courage and competitive spirit. Triathlon is
also one of the 25 sporting events included in the
CISM Military Games, although it has yet to see the
Defence Forces participate since its inclusion as an
event.
Until recently, Defence Forces personnel interested in taking on the challenge of triathlon competition
read about the sport, sought advice from colleagues
who had taken part in a triathlon, or joined one of the
many triathlon clubs in Ireland. With the establishment of the Defence Forces Triathlon Association
(DFTA) we hope to address this by encouraging the
practice and development of triathlon in the Defence
Forces; providing coaching for association members;
organising and promoting competitions, including
brigade, all-Army and inter-Services competitions;
and organising teams to represent the Defence
Forces in triathlon and multi-sport events, national
championships, international championships and
other competitions.
There is no doubt that this is a tough but achievable challenge, and we are confident that there are
many people in the Defence Forces who will be interested in getting involved and who only need the
encouragement, advice and support that the DFTA
will offer.
We also hope to draw on the vast experience of
accomplished triathletes in the Defence Forces who

triathlontriathlontriathlontriathlontriathlontriathlon
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We also hope to draw
on the vast experience
of accomplished
triathletes in the
Defence Forces who can
provide the expertise
necessary to make this
venture a real success.

So, if you’re bored with
running every day, sick
of the same old cycle to
work, or want to
improve your swimming,
then now is the time.

can provide the expertise necessary to make this
venture a real success.
The first of many steps for the Association will
be to encourage as many as possible to participate in the Defence Forces Triathlon
Championship, which is being run in association
with ‘TriAthlone’ in July. This is one of the bestorganised events in the country and coincides
with the European Cup, a series of elite races held
around Europe, which is now a regular feature in
Athlone’s sporting calendar.
We hope to include a full wave of soldiers,
competing in front of thousands of spectators and
RTÉ television, with the goal of finishing their
first triathlon, or challenging to be Defence
Forces champion. Athlone will also afford an
opportunity to see these elite athletes from
around Europe compete in the European Cup. Of
course the participants will also be able to celebrate their achievements during the festivities
laid on in the town that night!
Looking around any transition area you will
very quickly realise that triathlon attracts all
shapes and sizes and all levels of fitness, from the
elite athlete on a €5,000 bike to the ‘average Joe’
on a bike bought for €200 with a bottle of coke on
the rear carrier as a ‘hydration system’…I kid you
not! It is the real beauty of the sport that it is open
to everyone and affords the opportunity to get out
in the fresh air and get fit. Also, because there are
three very different sports involved, monotony is
not an issue. Cross-training results in less
injuries and more rounded fitness levels than
those achieved by simply running, swimming or
cycling on their own.
In the lead up to TriAthlone we will be organising coaching events for beginners and providing
training programmes for novice and intermediate
competitors. We also hope to launch a page on
the DF website, military.ie, which will, over time,
provide DFTA members with information, advice
and links to useful sites. Ultimately we have a
vision of the Defence Forces competing in the
Irish National Series for individual and team
accolades and participating in the CISM World
Games representing the Defence Forces and
Ireland.
So, if you’re bored with running every day, sick
of the same old cycle to work, or want to improve
your swimming, then now is the time. Sign up to
the challenge in Athlone and be part of the first
military wave in a national series event!

Capt Claire Quinn
(BPEO 13 Bde)
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New Kid on
the Block
Capt Claire Quinn (BPEO 1 S Bde) from West
Cork joined the Defence Forces in 2000. She
completed her first triathlon in 2007and is the
current DFTA Secretary. Sgt Rena Kennedy
spok e to her recently about her ex perience to
date and how you can become a triathele…

How did you become interested in triathlon?
While studying physical education in Limerick
there was a large emphasis on participation in
sport and the students each year organise a
Physical Education Sports Science Triathlon.
After watching the race in 2006 with my friends,
we made a pact to take part in the 2007 event.
Five of us started training that January and completed the triathlon in April.
What was your feeling after completing your
first triathlon?
To finish a triathlon is one of the best feelings in
the world. When I finished my first triathlon I
was on a high. Only two months before the race
it seemed like an impossible task to complete
the race, so there was a huge sense of achievement when I finished, and that encouraged me to
carry on with the sport.
Which are your weakest and strongest
disciplines?
My weakest is the bike and I even borrowed a
bike for the 2007 race because I didn’t want to
invest in a racing bike until I was sure I wanted
to carry on in the sport. You have to spend more
time on your weakest discipline, even though it’s
easier to work on areas where you are strong. I
tried to increase the distance I was cycling each
week and trained on the bike two or three times
a week. Even though I’d rate myself an average
swimmer that would be my strongest discipline.
How did you train for your first triathlon?
I first focused on each discipline separately and
worked on completing the distances required for
each discipline. When I was fairly confident with
each discipline I then started combining two disciplines but at shorter distances, to get used to
the combination. For example, a cycle followed
by a run or a swim followed by a cycle. I then
practised all three disciplines together but at
shorter distances than the race, just to get used
to changing from swimming to bike and then
running. This was important practise as the time
you take to change is included in your overall
race time.
How many triathlons have you completed to date
and what is your favourite venue?
I have completed seven triathlons, three in 2007
and four in 2008. Of those, six were short, or ☛
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sprint, triathlons and one was an
Olympic triathlon. I’ve competed in the
TriAthlone sprint triathlon for the past
two years and found it to be a great
venue. There is great atmosphere in
the town on race weekend, and since
a good few army personnel have
taken part in the race over the
past two years, I always meet
someone I know.

What is your best finishing
time to date?
Your finishing time can be
affected by conditions or
route. For example, if you are
swimming downstream in a
river you will have a faster
time. My best finish time last
year was at the Blackwater
sprint triathlon in Fermoy with
a time of 1hour 23minutes
and 47seconds.
Are you a member of a
club, and is that necessary
for someone starting off?
This year I joined the Cork
Triathlon Club, but it’s not
necessary to join a club to participate in triathlons. I competed for
two years before I joined the club, but
this year I felt that if I wanted to
improve further I needed to join a club
as it provides the advantages of having organised training weekends,
coaching sessions and a good support
structure.
What advice would you give someone in
preparing for a race?
It is important to have a training plan,
giving enough training time to each
discipline.
Nutrition is important, making sure
that you eat the right types of food to
keep your energy levels up and to aid
the body in recovery from training sessions. Adequate sleep and keeping
hydrated are also very important. As
well as physical preparation you mustn’t neglect your equipment. Check that
everything is in good working order
before a race, especially the bike;
there’s nothing worse than arriving at a
race with a flat tyre, which happened to
me in my first year of triathlons. Luckily
I got it fixed just before the race!
Have you raced abroad?
Not yet. Lots of people travel abroad
to compete in events, so maybe I will
take part in a triathlon abroad at some
stage, but there are so many great
Capt Claire Quinn.

races in Ireland I’m happy to compete
here for now.

What do triathlons offer to potential
participants?
Triathlons are open to everyone,
regardless of ability, and you can do
them either to complete or compete.
At the outset I just wanted to complete the events but last year I started
trying to compete in the races. Even if
you are weak in one discipline it doesn’t really matter because everyone has
a weak discipline. The variety of training is also a great aspect of triathlons.
I’d get bored if I was just concentrating on one sport all the time, whereas
in triathlon you have three. The atmosphere at the races and the friends you
make through the sport are also great.
There is always someone to talk to in
the transition area before a race, and
you receive great encouragement from
spectators and other competitors during the races. Lastly, keeping fit is an
important part of a healthy lifestyle
and an integral part of military life.
Participating in triathlons is a great
way to keep fit and stay healthy no
matter what your ability level is.
For someone who wants to take up the
sport more seriously, how many races
should they be participating in?
You need to take part in at least five
races, a mix of sprint and Olympic, in a
season to be ranked on the national
series by Triathlon Ireland. A number
of races are designated by Triathlon
Ireland as national series races and
you gain more points for completing
these races than others. You also have
to be a member of Triathlon Ireland to
be ranked on the national series. (You
can get more information about the
series becoming a member of
Triathlon Ireland on
triathlonireland.com).
How does someone become a member of
the Defence Forces Triathlon
Association?
For insurance purposes you must be a
member of Triathlon Ireland. It currently costs €50. Simply download the
membership forms for triathlonireland.com and once filled out send
completed forms along with €50
(cheque or postal order) to: Capt
Claire Quinn, Secretary DFTA, BPEO,
HQ 1 S Bde, Collins Bks, Cork. If you
are already a member of Triathlon
Ireland, you only need to complete the
DFTA form to join.■

triathlone.com
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am always impressed whenever I approach the galleries housing the modern Irish Defence Forces
exhibits in the Soldiers and Chiefs exhibition of the
National Museum at Collins Bks, Dublin. On the
upper level, one is immediately confronted with two
aircraft, a Miles Magister dating from the 1930s and
the day-glow painted nose of the De Havilland
Vampire T55 dating from the mid-50s, both currently
on loan from the Air Corps.
Like the imposing frame of a dinosaur suspended
from many ceilings in natural history museums
around the world, these airframes hark back to more
sinister and historic days. However, like the dinosaur,
these, some might say inanimate objects, once lived
surrounded by flesh and blood, but in the case of the
aircraft, the flesh and blood came in the form of
ground crew, technicians and pilots.
The Magister monoplane was a trainer aircraft
used during the Emergency period of WWII and the
Vampire was one of the first jet engine fighter trainer
aircraft purchased for the Air Corps in 1956. The
Vampire in effect brought the jet age to Ireland and
new runways had to be constructed at Baldonnel, as
jets could not land on the grass runways, which were

I

This month in our series of articles
written on behalf of The Military
Heritage of Ireland Trust Ltd on
aspects of the military exhibition at
the National Museum, Collins Bks,
Armn Michael Whelan talks about the
Air Corps exhibit.

suitable only for its predecessors, the lighter
Spitfires and Hurricanes.
These aircraft hanging in the gallery remind me of
the early 20th Century in Ireland and the era that the
Air Corps was held ‘upon the romantic mantle’ of
Irish Military aviation. They remind me of some of the
many historical events of those times, such as the
first East West non-stop Trans-Atlantic flight of 1928,
which departed from Baldonnel with an Irish military
pilot as one of the crew, and of the first and only live
ejection in the history of the Air Corps from a
Vampire in 1961.
I am also reminded of the span of Air Corps history across the 20th Century and of military aviation
from 1913 to date. I think of the thousands of pilots,
technicians and service members who served in the
military aviation sphere in the Air Corps, many of
whom I have been lucky to meet and some who have
now passed on. They worked in many capacities but
essentially they were soldiers serving their country
in sometimes very difficult times. The pilots risked
their lives defending the skies over Ireland and
depended on the professionalism of their ground
crews to keep them in the air. They gave life to aircraft that would be ‘forever remembered’ on the landscape of Ireland and the imaginations of her people.
They have been given life once again with the blood,
sweat and tears of those who understood their worth
and restored them to their present condition. To me
these aircraft are the stories of those who are and
were the Air Corps, Irish Military aviation and hence
a major if unrealised part of the historical narrative
of Ireland.■
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Armn Michael Whelan MA is the curator of the Air
Corps Museum and Heritage Project

On Exhibit
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Che Parts 1&2
It’s been over 50 years since the Cuban Revolution
and in that time the image of Argentinean-born revolutionary Ernesto Che Guevara Lynch has become
one of the most reproduced in the world. Over the
years several efforts have been made on screen to
document the life of this remarkable man. Director
Richard Fleischer (Tora! Tora! Tora!) made the first
attempt in 1969 with Che, which starred Jack Palance
as Fidel Castro. More recently Brazilian director
Walter Salles portrayed the young Che after graduating from medical school in Buenos Aires and travelling around South America during the ‘50s in The
Motorcycle Diaries (2004).
Now director Stephen Soderbergh (Ocean’s
Eleven) has taken up the challenge. His contribution
is an amazing four-and-a-half hour epic released in
two parts, known as The Victory (Part 1) and The
Downfall (Part 2).
Part One covers Che’s life between 1956 and 1959
and is based heavily upon Guevara’s book
Reminiscences of the Cuban Revolutionary War.
Scenes from Che’s controversial appearance at the
UN in New York in 1964 pepper the film throughout.
The story begins with Che (Benicio del Torro) meeting
Castro (Demian Bichir) in Mexico City, after which
they establish a base in the Sierra Maestra, Cuba.
From there the two mobilise popular support as well
as an army in order to topple Batista’s dictatorship.
Part One ends in 1959, when Che is 30, with victory for
the revolution.

BIGSHOTPHOTO

Produced by Laura Bickford Productions
Reviewed by Dermot Poyntz

too much in order to recreate the life of this diverse
man. The film tries to take in all the main events in
the 20 chapters that make up the first part of
Guevara’s book and it becomes cluttered as a result.
Ironically, Soderbergh leaves out one of the most
important chapters, dealing with the ambush at
Alegria de Pio, which Che describes in great detail.
Overall, however, the film worth watching and leaves
you hungry for the next.
Part Two depicts Guevara’s life between 1966 and
1967 when he leaves Cuba to bring the revolution to
Bolivia. It also is based heavily upon another of Che’s
works The Bolivian Diary. Guevara enters La Paz in
This film is well researched and executed with disguise and under the pseudonym ‘Ramon’. Soon he
is leading his followers through the country, oblivious
some excellent camera work. Del Torro was
the CIA’s presence. The situation soon deterioborn to play the part and won the Best Actor to
rates as the peasants do not back the movement and
the CIA offers covert support to the Bolivian governaward at the Cannes Film Festival. He does
and army. The tale concludes with the capture
well to portray the complex figure of Guevara ment
and execution of the revolutionary leader.
who was a doctor, writer, intellectual, and
Soderbergh doesn’t address Guevara’s thoughts
the Cuban Missile Crisis, nor does he give attensoldier. Guevara the soldier is seen fighting on
tion to Che’s adventures in the Congo. He does howin practically every scene.
ever achieve more in these films than any other director dealing with this subject matter. Although the
However, also abundant are scenes that depict Che viewer is left feeling that there is more story to be
the leader, addressing his comrades. Another scene,
covered, the rewarding ending shot from Che’s point
where he provides medical attention to the people of of view is enough to make up for this failing.
a small village, demonstrates his humanitarianism.
To sum up, in this reviewer’s opinion Soderbergh’s
The biggest failing of Part 1 is its attempt to cover Che: Part One & Two are a must see.
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Our Struggle for
Independence

BOOK REVIEW
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E ye Witness accounts from the pages
of An Cosantóir

Edited by Terence O’Reilly
Published by Mericer Press
Price €16.99
Reviewed by Sgt David Nagle
This book is a fascinating collection of stories first
seen in An Cosantóir during the 1940s by Irishmen
who fought during the 1916 Rising and War of
Independence. They were published during World War
II, when neutral Ireland stayed out of conflict in a
period more commonly known as ‘The Emergency’
(1939-46). These accounts of ambushes, raids and battles were written by men who during the Emergency
served as regular and reserve officers and NCOs in
the then Free State Army.
Their publication in a way helped to galvanise the
fighting spirit of the Irish Army, giving testament to
tried and proven tactics against an enemy force. They
more importantly, in an Army starved of access to
modern military doctrine, helped to reinforce the
sometimes improvised and homegrown infantry tactics. It is quite likely that if Ireland where invaded during the war, a lot of our battles in repelling an enemy
would have involved similar tactics!

Anyone with an interest in Irish military
history will find it hard to put this book
down. For me, the article on the burning of
the Custom House, Dublin is of particular
interest as my grandfather was a member of
the Dublin Active Service Unit who cleared
the building and helped burn it down.
Apart from the eye witness accounts, the editor
Terence O’Reilly has throughout the book also includ-

ed small vignettes of military theory and teaching,
which featured in An Cosantóir during the 1940s.
These include an item on how to make and use the
‘Molotov Cocktail’.
In the book’s appendices, a series of articles by Col
MJ Costello (then a senior Army officer and a War of
Independence veteran) is a gem of Irish military thinking and analysis during WWII.
This book like our last collaboration with Mericer
Press (In the Service of Peace - Memories of Lebanon)
will become a valuable part of any Irish Military collection.
For more on past An Cosantóir articles, checkout
dfmagazine.ie.■
About the
author
Pte Terence
O’Reilly works in
the Defence
Forces Library,
DFTC and is the
author of two
other books:
Hitler’s Irishmen
and Rebel Heart George Lennon:
Flying Column
Commander. See
mercierpress.ie
for details.

Chief-of-Staff
Lt Gen Dermot
Earley congratulates Terence on his
recent publication.
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A Coy 18 Inf Bn FCÁ
1968-1977

B Coy 18 Inf Bn FCÁ
1968-1977

D Coy 18 Inf Bn FCÁ
1968-1977

C Coy 18 Inf Bn FCÁ
1968-1977

18 Inf Bn FCÁ
1977-2005

18 Inf Bn FCÁ
Following FCÁ integration in 1959 four companies of 18 Inf Bn
FCÁ were formed from these former battalions: A Company
from the Westport Battalion FCÁ; B Company from the
Enniscrone Battalion FCÁ; C Company from the Swinford
Battalion FCÁ and D Company from the Ballina Battalion FCÁ.
No unit badges were worn until 1968, when four individual
company badges were introduced. In keeping a connection with
their former battalions, each company had a title worn over its
badge. The badges were based on a standard design that incorporated the colours of the county (red and green); with a ship
at sea depicting County Mayo’s maritime history; two crossed

axes representing military forces and the company (letter) and
battalion (number) designation.
Following an Adjutant General’s instruction in 1977 a single,
standard badge based on the unit’s vehicle decal was introduced.
In 2005 as part of the Reserve restructuring 18 and 25 Inf Bns
FCÁ where amalgamated to form 51 Reserve Infantry Battalion
Army Reserve.
For more on Defence Forces badges, checkout:
irishmilitary insignia.com

MILITARY INSIGNIA
By Flt Sgt James G Perkins
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Article on the Stey r Rifle
March 2009 Issue
Dear Editor
I refer to Dermot Poyntz's excellent article on the adoption of
the Steyr rifle. I would like to comment on two aspects on the
Steyr's introduction that may have been overlooked and that
should be mentioned.
Firstly whilst exhaustive technical assessments were carried out on tem various rifles by the DF, four different
weapons were then selected to be assessed by Infantry Team
Trials in each Command. It was therefore DF Infantry soldiers
who in fact selected the Steyr after five months of exhaustive
trials.
Secondly, the weapon adopted by the DF was unique insofar as a number of design modifications were included. The
Steyr as originally manufactured, included ejection opening
slots left and right to facilitate a left or right handed bolt to
suit the individual left or right-handed firer. The answer one
would have thought to this age-old difficulty. However, during
the trials, it was discovered that all left-handed firers, while
firing with a right-handed version, achieved similar results to
the right-handed firers. Therefore it was decided by DFHQ to
have the left hand ejection-opening slot dispensed with and
not to purchase a left handed bolt.
Also on the original version, first or second pressure on the
trigger only, decided on single or automatic fire. The
Automatic Lock Out feature was designed and included on the
Irish Steyr. Other countries may have adopted one or other of
these modifications since but they were unique to the Irish
Steyr.
Capt Donal Buckley (Retd)
OiC Eastern Command Team Trials (27 Bn) 1987
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